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Wo steht die Homöopathie heute – Nachwuchs

Holder

Gotthard Bernegger

Background

Image of homeopathy
Self esteem as homeopathic doctors
Conveyance of the knowledge that an individualistic body
mind medicine exists to improve chronic diseases
Respectful and appreciating dialogue
Results of documentation of cases for the public
Gotthard Bernegger
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Professional representation in public
Slogans to spread in social media
f.e.: Homeopathy acts --- Homeopathy is effective and
economic

Gotthard Bernegger
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Multidiciplinary Integrative Homeopathic Therapeutics
(M.I.H.T)
Dora Maria Auxilia Oliveira Braganca

BackOn a Re-Reading of Homeopathy with the methodology
ground
and principals of Freud, Jung, Steiner, Weil and Goethe
the holder derived a new system of prescribing a
sequence of homeopathic remedies (Lyc., Nux v., Phos.,
Sep., Nat. m., Aur).
It is based on defined potencies due to a concept of
understanding unconsciousness contents (as one of the
origins of disease by psychosomatic) in phases or stages
in the individuation process. It was reproducible and
proofed in 700 people as effective

Dora Braganca
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Experience with this system showed:
Strengthening the physic an immunologic self
Providing a stimulus to the life-drive (life-instinct)
Mitigation of the unconscious contents pathogens
Repetition of marks in the memory
Reduction of the death-drive (destructive impulses)
Reduction of symptoms and disease
All cases were followed in their clinical and
psychological evolution and the evolution of the dreams
that showed the reproducibility of the process

Dora Braganca
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Microimmuno-Therapy a support to Homoeopathy?

Holder

Gunter Schlegel, Ina Chammah

Background

If patients don‘t react to Homeopathy, MicroimmunoTherapy can be a possibility to bring them back into
immune regulation.
Microimmuno-Therapy is a therapy using potencised
cytocines.
The choosing of remedies is based on Lab-diagnosis of
lymphocytes, serum proteins, serumtiters of various
microorganisms and clinical symptoms.

Ina Chammah, Gunter Schlegel
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Microimmuno-Therapy is able to reduce chronic
inflammatory processes.
Microbiological and Microimmuno-Therapy are working
synergistic to calm down chronic inflammation.
There is a strong influence of psychological factors and
autoimmune diseases, therefore a combination of
psychotherapy, MIT and Homeopathy is useful.
More information about education and remedies:
www.megemit.org
www.ebma-europe.com

Ina Chammah, Gunter Schlegel
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Advanced Homeopathic Protocols In Oncology

Holder

Dr Ravi Doctor

Background

A Combination of Classical & Scientific Homeopathy for
the Treatment of Cancer : Homeo-Oncology
Cancer is a multi factorial multi Organ, multi manifestation
multi cellular Disease affecting mankind at multiple
Levels.
Therefore its treatment should involve multiple therapeutic
approaches.
Using:
a) Encapsulation b) Anti-Miasmatic c) Constitutional
Ravi Doctor
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Discussion of new scientific organotropic protocols in
combination with classical Homeopathic approaches.
Substantiating with evidence of patient case records.
Discussion on Cobaltum in Lung Cancer, Arsenic Album
for post chemotherapy, Psorinum C6 in Gastric
Carcinomas, Ruta C6 + Calcarea Phos. in bone and
brain metastasis.
A new paradigm in Homeopathy

Ravi Doctor
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PLACEBO SYMPTOMS IN HOM. PROVINGS

Holder

J. HILDEBRANDT, R. FLICK

Background

Provers who had received blank globules develop
symptoms that often fit to the symptoms of verum provers.

Reinhard Flick, Jörg Hildebrandt
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Result

Questions: if a symptom occurs in verum and placebo
provers – what to do with it?
What is the phenomena behind it? Igregory? Some kind
of field-theory?
Sensitivity of provers? Should we evaluate it before the
start of the proving?
What is the effect of the observer at the outcome?
@ never ending discussion @

Reinhard Flick, Jörg Hildebrandt
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Is there a meaningful way to group clinical studies of
homeopathic interventions?
Katharina Gaertner

Back- • The practical benefit of previous reviews and meta-analyses in
ground homeopathy remains unclear
• due to the variety of homeopathic interventions and the limited
transferability of homeopathic practice into experimental
conditions
• In order to find out in which pathological conditions beneficial
results can be detected a subgroup classification for metaanalytical purpose was developed.
• We wanted to test whether the proposal seems meaningful to a
number of homeopathic doctors and whether studies can be
allocated congruently to the subgroups.
Katharina Gaertner
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• The proposal seems meaningful but needs
refinement
• Too differentiated subgroups seem not to meet the
indented objective
• Introducing the homeopathic concept seems to be
favourable.
• The subgroups should rather focus on problems
(outcomes) and prognosis then on pathology
• Tables of the studied outcomes will be developed
• An online survey might continue this process of
evaluation of the subgroup proposal
Katharina Gaertner
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EVALUATION OF ROLE OF INDIVIDUALISED HOMOEOPATHY IN CASES
OF COPD BASED ON 6 MINUTES WALKING TEST

Dr. VATSANA KASANA, , BHMS,MD,PhD
According to WHO it is estimated that COPD would be the 3rd
leading cause of death worldwide by 2020 and yet there are so
many questions unanswered to it.
Aim / Objective of the study:
The aim of the study was to evaluate the role of Homoeopathy
in mild and moderate cases of COPD and the objective was to
assess the usefulness of individualized Homoeopathy in cases
of COPD by 6 Minute walking Test.
Vatsana Kasana
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Significant difference was observed in pre and post 6
MWT (6 minutes walk test) after giving individualized
homoeopathic treatment (P value < 0.001)
It can be inferred that individualized homoeopathic
medicines are useful in the treatment of mild and
moderate cases of COPD
Most commonly indicated and useful: Lyc, Ars alb, Kali carb, Amm
carb, Sepia, ...

It is interesting to know that such good results could be
obtained even when the patient did not discontinue
smoking / cooking on biomass.

Vatsana Kasana
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Role of homoeopathy in autoimmune disease and
complications
Dr. Krunal Kosada
My experience in a case of HUS (Autoimmune disease)
with the complications of Pericardial effusion and Chronic
Renal failure, and how i could intervene Homoeopathy in
the Critical care unit.

Krunal Kosada
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The group came to the conclusion that Homoeopathy
really works in long term management with the life
threatening complications and has a role apart from the
main stream medicine. Homoeopathy can play a
supportive role when there is no scope in main stream
medicine.

Krunal Kosada
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AIDS/HIV BEING SUCCESSFULLY TREATED BY
HOMOEO
PROF. DR.S. Praveen Kumar

Back- More than 15.250 patients with HIV are being treated in
ground the Govt. Homeoeopathic Hospital in India. Many of them
are really improving!
After IN VITRO research by I.I.C.T CROTALUS
HORRIDUS 30 was selected as the important remedy to
treat HIV/AIDS Patients.
So far 90% of patients subjectively improved
In 976 patients CD4 increased beyond 600
In 487 patients viral load became ZERO
Praveen Kumar
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There are no side-effects. The only problem is that
many of the patients are poor and can’t afford costly
investigations because of which we have got only 4800
patients reports available.
The Govt. of Telangana, Govt. of India and CCRH are
helping and supporting this project.

Praveen Kumar
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Homeopathic treatment of palliative outpatients

Holder

Herbert Michalczyk, Germany

Background

Incurable patients at the end of their lives are
accompanied by a multi-professional SAPV-Team (
specialised ambulant palliative care) at their homes.
There are some typical indications to offer them
homeopathic remedies, such as delirium, anxiety
situations, vomiting/nausea/ileus, hydrops/aszites/pleural,
breathing difficulties/rattling/dyspnoea, constipation,
severe itching.

Herbert Michalczyk
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More practical experience is needed to establish a
reliable choice of remedies and collect successful case
reports. In the area of southern Germany/Bavaria a
network of experienced homeopathic colleges is to be
installed in order to offer homeopathy to palliative care
units like hospices, palliative care units in hospitals and
ambulant units.

Herbert Michalczyk
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HOG Homeopaths without borders

Holder

Ruth Rohde, Janina Huppertz

Background

• Non-profit organisation
• Goals: help to self-help, teaching classical Homeopathy,
build up sustainable structures
• Projects are only on request from a country/region,
where complementary medical support is needed
• Always in cooperation with a local partner
• Challenges: communication on several levels:
inter/cultural, political, social, medical ...
Ruth Rohde, Janina Huppertz
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Importance of coordination, cooperation and networking
Different focus on project, political or structural level.
Thanks for the acknowledgement of Dr. Srinivasa Rao,
CCH, India and the interested participants

Ruth Rohde, Janina Huppertz
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Road map of AYUSH systems in India

Holder

Dr. K. S. Sethi, Advisor (Homoeopathy),Govt. of India

Background

Well developed AYUSH Infrastructure in place in India
through independent “Ministry of AYUSH“
AYUSH includes all alternative systems including
Homeopathy
Having Hospitals and Dispensaries all over India (56250).
In Homoeopathy – 6615
Delivery of health care through CAM is well established
with independent set up through registered qualified
practitioners
Kanwal Sethi
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Well established independent set up to bring out quality
health care in AYUSH which was recognised by the
Govt. of India.
Evidence based research have strengthened and
brought out confidence in public health, positioning
AYUSH as preferred health care system in India.
International collaborations established.
This can be replicated as a model world wide as per the
country requirements.

Kanwal Sethi
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Small child swallowed all globules & nothing happened

Holder

Christine Wittenburg

Background

Remedies taken by mistake and other irregular events
during homeopathic therapy

Christine Wittenburg
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We set up a web structure for reporting unexpected and
surprising events containing:
What was the plan?
What happened instead?
What came out?
My explanation / interpretation
Option of web discussion
Finished here, maybe continued in the web.

Christine Wittenburg

